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NorthlandConnection.com, the regional economic 

development portal for the seven Arrowhead counties of 

northeast Minnesota and Douglas County, Wisconsin, is 

well-known for its database of available properties across 

the region, plus some background on the region’s leading industries. But information available on the 

website goes far beyond these well-used features, and offers a complete suite of resources to regional 

businesses and economic development professionals. 

Don’t know where to look for the resources you need to grow your business, or need to refer a company 

to a database that includes a full range of information that can guide them through their next phase of 

expansion or transition? From business plans to talent attraction, from accountants to environmental 

services, Northland Connection’s Business Resource Center is the searchable database you’re looking 

for.  

Want to know how many graduates come out of each local college in degree programs relevant to a 

business? Northland Connection has that. 

Curious what’s happening in cities, counties, or across the broader region in terms of unemployment, or 

see a table of the Northland’s leading employers? Northland Connection has that, too. 

Looking to lure in an employer who needs to be convinced that the workforce infrastructure, local 

schools, or healthcare systems are up to scratch? Northland Connection has data that can help bolster 

the story you’re trying to tell. 

NorthlandConnection.com provides a wealth of information on the region, and even if something isn’t 

on the website, there’s a good chance that our staff will know how to find it. Northland Connection is 

your source for all data and information on local economic development. Contact our staff if you need 

assistance locating any of these resources. 
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